North Layton Jr High
Community Council Minutes
Nov 9, 2018

Attendance: Monica Panazarella, Vincent Clow, Kristine Capron, Curtis Carlise, Dawn Pryor, Makele Moore,
Bridgit Gerrard, Nikki Johnston and Ed Campbell. EXCUSED: Tracie Atkins and Jeff Pryor.
Welcome by Makele Moore. We also welcomed Bridgit Gerrard from the School District.
Approval of Minutes: Monica Panzarella motioned to approve October meeting minutes. Vince Clow
seconded.
Principal Comments:
Monday will be Veteran’s Day, the PTSA will be hosting a pancake breakfast for those families who
have served or currently serving in the military. The ROTC students will be in full uniform and conduct the Flag
ceremony. The choir will then sing the National Anthem and a couple of students will share their experience
and gratitude for the military. During lunch the ROTC will do some demonstrating of several rifle maneuvers.
Then around 2:00PM there will be an assembly where the students will rotate between three different
stations: EOD and SWAT trucks will be out back, in the multi-purpose room there will be robots and soldiers
dressed in EOD uniforms, and in the commons, there will be displays of all kinds of devices and bombs. Mr.
Campbell also asked the students to dress up for the day to show their respect for all servicemen/women.
Trust Lands:
Mr. Campbell went through all the teacher grants and proposals. Most of the teachers and staff have
purchased their materials. There have been a few setbacks in regard to Mr. Lia and the wood shop tools,
which the District needed to come out and assess the room to make sure all protocols will be followed. The
Science Department had two separate proposals and neither has been purchased yet. We have around
$60,710.00 still left to spend from this year’s budget.
Comments:
Mr. Campbell mentioned a few changes we could use if we continued to do teacher proposals/grants
for the use of Trust Land monies: Set a deadline. Have a deadline set that the teachers need to make their
purchases by, if the deadline isn’t feasible, then have the teachers explain the need for an extension. Also,
with this last year and the amount of proposals we had, to maybe not have the teachers present but, just have
the written proposal, that way, the council would be able to have more time to go over each one.
Dismissal

NEXT MEETING: Dec 14, 2018 @ 3pm in room 901

